LEVEL 1: THE PROPHET
THE POWER TO CONNECT

These two tiny words pack a powerful punch, transcending culture, race and gender. At the core of
the shortest sentence in the world lies a great Truth. I AM. I am both human and Divine, and I have a
responsibility to rediscover the way Home.Your soul wants you to Wake up.

I AM.

Training in Power™ Academy attracts people who are different.You don’t follow the crowd.You
know there’s more than one way. You’re a Seeker. You believe there’s more than meets the eye
to being human, but haven’t quite figured out where to find it.
Training in Power™ Level 1, THE PROPHET, reveals the power to connect our consciousness
with universal energies so healing can begin. This work is not about rising above the world to
control others. It’s about being here and fully present to heal ourselves, our loved ones and our
Earth and its sentient beings with compassion and Love.

The
Invitation

We invite you to sit at our table and learn how Unlimited you are. Connect with the Power of the
Universe. Connect with many light workers just like You. Connect with the Power of your Soul to
heal, grow, manifest and prosper. Remember who you really Are.
Everything changes when you imprint your intent on the Universe.

What to Expect

Our
Journey

We deliver THE PROPHET in four classes over four weeks. Your teacher leads you
through healing yourself, sharing ancient wisdom, guiding active meditation and
sharing energetic healing techniques. We invite you to be curious between classes,
explore and practice with these new tools and insights.

“Every moment a voice out of this world, calls
our soul to wake up and arise.”
Rumi

•
•
•
•
•
•

Connect with consciousness, energy and healing
Access powerful light systems to heal yourself and others
Shield yourself and loved ones from negative influences
Manifest possibilities
Practice active meditation
Discover the difference between personal power and Divine Power

Class One
Introduction to the world of power

• Access the universal systems of manifestation
• Recognize and deflect negative energy with a powerful
shielding system
• Create an architecture in your Greater Mind using energetic
tools
• Explore Divine Law and how it affects your reality

Class Two
Deep in the Metaphysical World:
Accessing our greater mind

“Your vision will become clear only when you
look into your heart. Who looks outside, dreams.
Who looks inside, awakens.”
Carl Jung

• Use energetic tools to manage the emotions of yourself and the
impact of others’
• Explore yin and yang energies to achieve balance
• Tap into and keep universal knowledge
• Practice psychic communication with other living entities,
including animals
• Deepen problem-solving abilities
• Gain additional shielding techniques

“And as we let our own light shine,
we unconsciously give other people
permission to do the same. As we
are liberated from our fear, our
presence automatically liberates
others.”
Marianne Williamson

Class Three
The Power to Heal and Manifest

• Identify your unique personal gifts as a Healer
• Use your personal energy to heal another person
• Create pathways to the dreamtime position for deeper awareness
• Achieve a vibrational awareness of Self as the healer and Prophet

Class Four
Using Tools and Techniques to Live a
Conscious Life

• Develop personal thought control
• Use conscious choice to affect reality
• Reclaim the inner child position at a soul level
• Manage Power ethically
• Create transformative change in your life with THE PROPHET
vibrational wavelength

Follow us on FaceBook

We invite you to learn active meditation and be part of a conscious awakening. Heal yourself and Heal the world!
Visit our website. Find a course in your area. Contact us! We’d love to hear from you.

